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restassured
In 1994 Cascade Designs developed its lumbar
and base cushions for commercial aviation under
the brand name Jestrest. The products feature a
self-inflating/active cushion. Today there are
upwards of 50,000 units in operation with some
of the worlds’ leading airlines.
Cascade Designs says its Jetrest range of
cushions incorporates features to provide
personalised self-regulated comfort, controlled
pressure venting for cabin decompression and
meets FR approval. Jetrest is designed to reduce
seating pressure points thus increasing the
user’s comfort. The design addresses economy
class syndrome (ECS) and deep vein thrombosis
(DVT). The cushions are custom designed to give
adjustability and a personalised interactive seat.
Jetrest control options are highly versatile and
available as a direct operation, whereby the
passenger operates the cushion-mounted valve;
and remote manual operation, the traditional
route where the cushion is remotely operated by
cable with the push button mounted where the
passenger expects it to be – in the armrest. This
is suitable for all cushioning options.
All valves regardless of their design have two
standard features. The decompression feature

vents excessive air
pressure from the
cushion in a safe and
controlled manner in
the event of cabin
d e co m p re ss i o n .
This means the
passenger is not
subjected to the
discomfort of an
over-inflated cushion,
while the integrity of
the cushion itself is
protected. Meanwhile an
auto-bleed feature allows
the partially deflated cushion to
return to its original shape after the
passenger has vacated the seat. As well
as preserving the life of the seat it also saves
personnel time in reinflating the seat cushions
after each flight.
The Jetrest is an enhanced comfort system for
installation in all cabin classes of airline seating.
The cushion system can be designed to fit any
seat, and is suitable for both new and retrofit
seating programmes.
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When motor parts manufacturer Gary Seale started to question why aircraft parts were so
expensive he had no idea of the road his thoughts were about to take him. His inquisitive
mind wouldn’t rest as soon as he came up with the idea for lightweight, low-cost seats and
soon the industry was taking note after he presented his thoughts in 2010 at Aircraft
Interiors Expo in Hamburg, Germany, and MAKS Airshow in Moscow, Russia. Now less than
two years since he began, Seale has CobraUK on the verge of starting mass production at
Welshpool in the UK. His plan for a fully dressed Superlight Economy Seat that weighs just
6.2kg has seen a constant stream of potential clients visiting his offices and he is currently
in talks with two unnamed major airlines about production of 7.1kg seats.
Seale has formed Cobra AS (Aircraft Systems) as a subsidiary of his main company, and
there is no shortage of potential partners. He is confident that Cobra can deliver a gamechanging solution. “By recognising that a traditional aircraft seat’s trim accounts for 40%
of its mass, and that on short- to medium-haul flights comfort is less critical, we have
employed automotive concepts to devise a fully dressed carbon-polymer hybrid seat which
weighs in at a scant 6.2kg,” says Seale. “Again employing automotive design concepts, the
seat also features fewer parts and a much lower assembly time.”
Seale says he is learning quickly what the aircraft industry wants and that is to slash
weight. One prospective Russian customer outlined his top three requirements as “low
mass”, “low mass” and “low mass”. Seale believes automotive thinking can also open the
way to products in other component sectors, from toilet seats to overhead bins.
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